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Beaver Island Dark Sky Project Files Sanctuary
Application
International recognition sought for island’s unique dark skies.
After a six month preparation process and about two years from the first glimmer of the idea, the Beaver
Island Dark Sky Project working through the island’s Chamber of Commerce and Beaver Island
Association, has filed an application with the International Dark Skies Association (IDA) for recognition of
about a third of the island as a Dark Sky Sanctuary. If the application is approved, the Beaver Island site
will become just the 14th dark sky sanctuary to be recognized by the IDA worldwide.
Chamber President Paul Cole, who helped lead the effort, says the idea got its start with Bill Markey and
Dick McEvoy after a dark sky presentation to summer visitors. “The idea bounced around for a bit and
then late this summer we organized a small group to get the application done,” he said. The proposed
sanctuary lands encompass part of a Michigan DNR Wildlife Division research area on the island. “We got
in touch with the DNR and discussed the value to the island of the designation and our mutual interest in
preserving the natural dark skies in the research area as well as the rest of the island. They quickly
offered their support.” The Sanctuary is planned to include a research area managed by Central Michigan
University, which has a classroom and research facilities on the island, as well as the newly established
Beaver Head Light House Park, which is owned by Charlevoix County.
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The IDA seeks to protect dark skies for future generations. Dark skies are important for more than the
opportunity to view the stars, planets and other celestial displays. They are also important for the
environment—for the health of plants and animals (including humans). Dark sky efforts also promote
energy conservation and help protect our heritage. Certification of a location by the IDA can also result in
new visitors seeking better views of the night sky. For the island, that presents a dual opportunity:
protecting an important natural asset while at the same time promoting visits to the island to enjoy it.
All in, the sanctuary will encompass more than 12,000 acres and offer numerous remote viewing areas
where the only light at night comes from the heavens above. Long-time island resident Bill Markey got the
project started and scouted out many of the sites. “According to the readings I’ve taken, the island has
some of the darkest skies to be found in the eastern United States. Visitors are often taken aback when
they look up and see the Milky Way stretching across the night sky. Most folks have never seen it. Out
here you can see it on any clear night.”

The filing was a community effort. The Beaver Island Association, the island’s NGO that represents
members interested in economic and environmental sustainability, and the island’s Chamber agreed to
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support the application. Cynthia Johnson, editor and owner of the island’s monthly newspaper, agreed to
be the chief point of contact with the IDA and organized preparation of the application. She got help from
a cross section of islanders interested in the night sky and promoting the island. BIA president Kevin
Boyle says the project squarely matches his groups goals. “Protecting the beautiful nighttime views of the
universe while at the same time promoting them lines up squarely with our mission statement,” he said.
“When Paul and I looked at this with Bill, the potential benefits of an IDA designation were just too good to
pass up. The island’s natural beauty is one of its greatest assets. This project protects that beauty while
at the same time helping us promote it as a reason to visit the island to enjoy it.”

The filing was a community effort. The Beaver Island Association, the island’s NGO that represents
members interested in economic and environmental sustainability, and the island’s Chamber agreed to
support the application. Cynthia Johnson, editor and owner of the island’s monthly newspaper, agreed to
be the chief point of contact with the IDA and organized preparation of the application. She got help from
a cross section of islanders interested in the night sky and promoting the island. BIA president Kevin
Boyle says the project squarely matches his groups goals. “Protecting the beautiful nighttime views of the
universe while at the same time promoting them lines up squarely with our mission statement,” he said.
“When Paul and I looked at this with Bill, the potential benefits of an IDA designation were just too good to
pass up. The island’s natural beauty is one of its greatest assets. This project protects that beauty while
at the same time helping us promote it as a reason to visit the island to enjoy it.”
Johnson also got help from Dick Mulvihill, a lifelong sailor and 25+ time participant in the annual Chicago
Yacht Club Mac Race. “Sailors get to see night skies that most do not, but the skies around the Beaver
Island are uniquely dark in the Great Lakes—and uniquely accessible. You have to go up to Lake
Superior to find an equal expanse of dark skies.” Brian Vaeth and Maria Dal Pra also jumped in to help.
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They operate the Beaver Island Retreat, a glamping experience close to the north end of the planned
sanctuary. “Our guests are routinely awestruck when they look up at night. Our tents seem to float in a
sea of darkness. Promoting and protecting our night skies is a perfect goal for us,” says Dal Pra. Pam
Grassmick and Steve Radionoff also helped with the application. Pam grew up on the island and has
spent years working to protect its natural resources. “I’ve experienced our night skies since I was a little
girl on the island,” said Grassmick. “They still amaze me when I look up.” Radionoff is a relative
newcomer to the island, having arrived just over a year ago to live full time. “Every clear night is a
spectacular show overhead,” he says.
IDA representatives have told Johnson that processing the application could take up to 18 months. “We
hope it will go along more quickly,” she says, “but it’s not like you have to wait for the application to be
approved to enjoy the island’s night skies. They put on a show every night right now.” Chamber leader
Cole says the sky show isn’t the only thing to see. “The island is a nature lover’s paradise,” he says. “We
have miles of deserted beach to roam, organized birding and kayak trails, plenty of plants that you’ll be
hard pressed to find any place else—plus plenty of creature comforts to enjoy. Come see us. You’ll
marvel at more than the stars.”
Editor's Note: The Dark Sky website at darkskyisland.org is part of an integrated set of Beaver Island trail
websites being developed by the BIA in partnership with other island organizations including the
Chamber, the Beaver Island Archipelago Trails Association, the Historical Society and The Preservation
Association of Beaver Island. Included will be sites for the Birding Trail, the Water Trail, hiking and biking
and the Harbor History Trail among others.

President's Corner
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Kevin Boyle, BIA President
We are well through a very different winter most of which has been without snow or the opportunity to
grab a meal or beer in town. That has all changed in the last several weeks with the relaxation of
Michigan's ban on dine-in service at restaurants and bars and the arrival of the island's first significant
snow of the winter (followed by teeth chattering cold and now some warmer weather). Amidst that several
vaccination clinics have gone forward on the island with the result that about a third of the estimated
winter population now has at least one shot. Island event planners have cancelled plans for Saint
Patrick's Day, but for now events starting with the BIA sponsored Warblers on the Water Beaver Island
Birding Trail event are either on or have at least some portion of normal activities being planned.
Everything is, of course, subject to further COVID-19 developments. Meantime, the transportation
companies and vacation rental agents are reporting quickly filling spaces.
As we reported in our Fall edition of Island Currents, the island saw a noticeable increase in the number
of folks staying over for the winter resulting in additions at school. The summer and fall also saw a
number of new arrivals to the island. Your BIA is teaming with the Chamber and the Community Center to
put together welcome buckets for new arrivals. Meantime, our new neighbors are quickly getting involved
with the island as the volunteer for activities and boards.
Your BIA continues its work to fight invasives and, as part of that has helped to organize a visit from a
CAKE-CISMA team in early March to check for the Hemlock Woolly Adelgid. Read more about the visit
below. Included are details on how you can sign up to have your property surveyed for this dangerous
pest. If you have hemlocks on your property, you'll want to do this. This issue also includes updates on
broadband, a new project to address unwanted junk, winter events and more.
This issue of Island Currents is arriving just three months after the last as we move to publishing the
newsletter four times a year instead of just two. It's part of your Board's effort to help keep you up to date
on island news. In that regard, please remember that our website is frequently updated with news and
information about the island and with stories of special interest to BIA members. You'll find them on the
front page at beaverislandassociation.org. You can also stay up to date by following us on Facebook.
Finally, I'd like to thank those who made our first-time end-of-year fund raising campaign was a success.
It helped us close the funding gap created by the cancellation of Warblers on the Water in 2020. Your
support through such donations as well as through your membership and dues is critical to the success of
our organization. The larger out numbers, the louder our voice. So, if you have neighbors or friends on the
island who are not members, please consider reaching out to them with encouragement to join us.
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100 Year Junk Census
Kate Garrett, BIA Board Member
Dealing with waste is undoubtedly one of the biggest challenges facing any island community, and
Beaver Island is no exception. Haulage routes that exist on the mainland are replaced by an expanse of
fresh water, and access to state of the art recycling networks are left out of reach.
In comparisons to other island communities across the country, Beaver Island is excelling in waste
management. The island boasts its own Waste Transfer Station, able to handle everything from
cardboard and plastic to car tires, engine oil and even small domestic appliances. For decades the Fogg
family has provided islanders with a means to barge waste to the mainland, freeing up valuable space on
the Emerald Isle and Beaver Islander.
But what happens to your ‘78 Dodge Aries at the end of its life? Or that 1980 Ski-Doo Elan that dropped
through the ice for the 15th season in the Winter of ‘95? Chances are they found their way to your back
property as you contemplated how many swear jars it takes to charter a barge, or how you get your
unrepairable 35ft fiberglass boat off the barge in Charlevoix to a scrap dealer downstate.
Aside from the economical and logistical challenges islanders face, there is also a much more pressing
long term environmental risk associated with storage of hazardous waste on soft, permeable ground; the
affect on the islands water table, soil and wildlife.
Long term island residents Joe and Barb Rahn have always loved the simplicity and natural beauty
Beaver Island has to offer. After Joe’s passing in 2020, Barb was looking for a new big project to sink her
teeth into. And so, Joe’s Junk was born. Barb initiated the help of a small group of island volunteers to get
the word out that the island would have a 100 year “junk” census.
In order to remove what has already built up and also find a long term solution to the island's larger waste
items it’s critical that they first be identified. By going to www.joesjunk.org you can inventory waste on
your property by category, size, weight and location, and by doing so help to paint a picture of how big of
a problem this has become. The next step will then be for both townships in conjunction with the Waste
Management Committee to brainstorm and enact viable solutions for removal and safe disposal.
Bear in mind, a unrepairable pickup truck may be worthless on the island but it’s still worth its weight in
scrap metal on the mainland!
“Waste is only waste when we waste it.”
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Back in the UK, where I grew up I still remember the sound of the Rag-and-Bone man making his monthly
rounds of the neighborhoods broadcasting his slogan “any old iron” through a loudspeaker on the back of
his flatbed truck. Their title was originally coined from the scavengers of the 19th century who made their
way by collecting scraps of rag, bone and small pieces of scrap metal. In times of scarcity little was ever
considered to be not of use, and they even saved the scraps of grease on bones to make soap.
Whilst modern day society has moved on from the necessity to collect scraps of grease, it’s still worth
remembering that waste is a valuable commodity and even on an island where the logistics of disposal
can throw a spanner in the gears, it’s still worthwhile making the mindset shift from accumulation to
treatment and disposal!
To take part in Beaver Islands Junk Census please visit www.joesjunk.org and follow the directions to
inventory the waste on your property. If you know of waste on public land you can also inventory this
waste by GPS coordinates.
“It’s not about blight or blame, it’s about keeping our island water clean” - Barb Rahn

Hemlock Woolly Adelgid Survey Team returns
The Charlevoix-Antrim-Kalkaska-Emmet CISMA invasive species team will be back to the island in early
March to do their spring survey and check on HWA. If you request it, they will survey your property while
they are here. Below is a press release from the team with more information about their visit and details
on how you can …
Read more
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Do you have hemlocks on your property? If so, you are encouraged to sign up to have them surveyed
by the CAKE-CISMA team. Follow this link for a for to sign up. For more info you can email
cakeisst@gmail.com or call 231-533-8363.

School Board Reaffirms Connection to Community
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Wil Cwikiel, BIA Board Member & BICS Superintendent-Principal
The Beaver Island Community School Board of Education (BICS BOE) made three decisions in the past
month to reaffirm the connection between Beaver Island Community School and the greater Beaver
Island Community. Two decisions relate to supporting the effort by the Peaine and St. James Townships
Joint Telecommunications Advisory Committee and the other relates to collaborative efforts to address
the COVID-19 pandemic on the Island.
The Joint Telecommunications Advisory Committee has identified several strategies to improve
broadband service to Beaver Island. The BICS BOE has expressed its unanimous support to participate
fully and to help fund the effort to create “pools of service” and to serve as an anchor institution to fund a
feasibility study analyzing long-term high-speed internet service. The pandemic has highlighted the need
for high-speed internet to serve the Island’s students and their families. By collaborating with the
townships, non-profit organizations, and businesses, the BICS BOE feels that together we can improve
internet connectivity that will benefit everyone.
At their regular January monthly business meeting, the BICS BOE voted to amend their Return to School
Plan to allow the school building to be used for community vaccination clinics if it was determined by the
Health Department of Northwest Michigan (HDNW) and the Beaver Island Rural Health Center (BIRHC)
that the school was the best place to house the clinic. On January 19th, the school hosted a vaccination
clinic in the gymnasium. Personnel from the HDNW and BIRHC were pleased with how smoothly the
clinic ran and would like to use the school for future clinics. Given that the health of the community at
large is a key factor in being able to maintain in-person learning, the BICS BOE is committed to working
with our health care partners to vaccinating as many Islanders as possible.
In other business, the BICS BOE completed their evaluation of Superintend-Principal Cwikiel, approved
the mid-year amendments to the 20-21 annual budget, and reaffirmed their commitment to providing inperson learning.

Tips on helping wildlife through the winter
As we plow through winter (or walk through it as it were with our limited snow fall so far), the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service has word on things some people do to help wildlife--that aren't all that helpful. Here
they are (from their post):
1. Avoid: String, twine, yarn, dryer lint and pet hair;
2. Provide: Natural, chemical free materials;
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3. Avoid: Bread and sugar sponges;
4. Provide: Natural, nutritious foods;
5. Avoid: Adding salt to bird baths; and
6. Provide: Heated bird baths.
Click here for details.

Trails Update
Louis Post, BIA Board & BIATA Member
The Trails Association is working toward developing a trails master plan for Beaver Island. Currently, very
few of our trails are looped or have a destination of any sorts. Most are old hunting or lumber trails which
either just peter out or terminate at some arbitrary point on a road. We hope to develop a master plan of
multi-use looped and destination trails, with the intent of enhancing the quality of life of island residents
and adding to the appeal of Beaver Island for off island visitors.
The first step in the process of developing the master plan is to bring together the various island, county,
and state stakeholders. With the very generous financial support from Peaine Township and from St.
James Township, BIATA has retained Land Information Access Associates (LIAA), of Traverse City. The
LIAA staff is well acquainted with Beaver Island, having been intimately involved in the creation of the
island Water Trail. LIAA will convene and moderate two meetings for BIATA. It will also prepare the
various supporting documents for the meetings and produce a post meetings report.
Our intent is that the meetings will take place over the next three months. The objective of the meetings is
to solicit concerns, reservations, and suggestions from the stake holders attending, and to incorporate this
input into the formulation of the master plan. We will not succeed in the development and implementation
of an island wide trails master plan without the active buy in and support from the stake holders involved.
If you have any suggestions or concerns relevant to this initiative, please contact Louis Post at
Lpost48@gmail.com
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Vaccination Clinics a success for the Island
WVBI Newsfeed
The Health Department of Northwest Michigan has conducted three vaccination clinics on the island so
far with a total of just over 250 islander's getting the first round of either the Pfizer or Moderna shot. About
24 first responders have had both shots in the regime. While the first clinic dates had some troubles--both
with the sign-up process and in orchestrating patient flow at the health center, the third clinic was the
charm. It was conducted at school so there would be plenty of room to wait, and by all accounts it went
like clockwork. About 155 got their second shot at another clinic on the 17th of this month. That brings the
number of people who are fully vaccinated to about 180.
The high vaccination rates on the island are the result of a lot of hard work from the health department
and island volunteers—and driven by the high percentage of older residents along with a high percentage
of younger residents who are essential workers.
Editor's Note: Current information on COVID-19 news, including the latest new case counts, is available
on WVBI's COVID-19 Info Page.
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Broadband Update
Dick Mulvihill, BIA Vice-President & BIA Broadband Committee Chair

BIA continues to work with and support the Joint Townships Telecommunications Advisory Committee in
working to improve broadband service on the island. The JTAC is now focused on implementing a project
that will bring pools of higher speed service (about 200 Mbps) to key locations on the island including the
library and community center where it will be available for public access. A consortium including the BIDL,
PABI (which operates the BIC Center), the Health Center, the Historical Society and the townships has
been formed to implement the project. The JTAC and the consortium are working to have the "Pools of
Service" up and running for the summer season, a time when the island's broadband tends to come under
greatest strain. Although funding, permits and arrangements are all in place to provide connectivity to the
mainland for the project through a link to the UP, the possibility of cooperating with Great Lakes Energy to
build the link is now being considered.
That sort of partnership is part of the JTAC's longer-term view of a more permanent solution to the
island's broadband deficit, which as we have previously reported here, involves a fiber to the home
project. That concept, so far, seems to be economically viable with rather modest taxpayer support based
on a Quickstart study completed with Township funding support (about $1,200). To confirm that analysis,
the JTAC is now working to Commission a more detailed study that will include boots-on-the-island
engineering work as well as public surveys to assess support for the project. The target is to complete
that work this summer. Ideally, the island would join with a private partner, such as GLE, capable of
operating a broadband system to implement the plan.
We will keep you up to date on developments in this area with posts in the news feed on the BIA website.
You can also stay up to date and help show your interest in these efforts by attending the monthly JTAC
meetings. They are set for the third Thursday of each month and are available on Zoom. The township
websites and the WVBI/BIC Center Community Calendar have information on how to join the meetings on
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Zoom.
Kevin Boyle contributed to this article.

Line 5 Update
Kevin Boyle, BIA President
Michigan environmental regulators have given their approval to the proposed tunnel under the straits that
would house a replacement for the controversial Line 5 pipeline crossing under the straits of Mackinac.
It’s just one of many approvals required to construct the line, and the sole question before regulators was
compliance with applicable environmental statutes. Opponents of the tunnel say that other environmental
factors should be considered. Regulators say they followed the law. The decision doesn’t concern they
State’s termination of the easement and shutdown order for the current pipeline on the lakebed–which
becomes effective in May.
Enbridge Energy, the Canadian-based operator of the line says it will not comply with the shutdown
requirement. Enbridge says it is operating the pipeline safely and that the State’s order is invalid. While
the State and Enbridge have gone to court over the issue, the company’s open statement that it will defy
the shutdown order is extraordinary. The state continues to say that operation of the line must end in May,
but it is not clear how it plans to enforce its order if Enbridge defies it.
You can learn more about Line 5, the proposed tunnel and the issues concerning them them at
https://www.watershedcouncil.org/enbridge-energy-line-5.html.
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Photo of Enbridge Energy video.

Cottage Law Webinar Helps with Planning
Alan Vicstein, BIA Treasurer
We mentioned this in our last newsletter, but because we have been asked, we are including information
on last falls Cottage Law webinar again. Presented by Fraser Trebilcock attorney Mark E. Kellogg, the
webinar covered a variety of topics related to maintain a family cottage for future generations including
understanding what cottage planning and succession is, why it is important, and the benefits of creating a
plan.
Watch the Cottage Law Webinar
Are there other topics that you would like to see covered in BIA hosted webinars? Please let us know
your ideas about this with a post on the BIA Facebook page or by sending an email to
board@beaverislandassociation.org.

Health Center Update
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Frank D'Andria, BIRHC Board Chair
On February 5th the nine member BIRHC Board of Directors held a special meeting to review a number
of financial and policy matters. Among the action items discussed were:
Signing a two year software maintenance contract for the Center’s computer system with Common
Angle of Petoskey, MI;
Initiating a Pre-Employment Background Verification Policy for all professional positions and
positions where personnel handle funds;
Recommending the Board’s Finance Committee develop a best practice policy concerning
purchasing protocols. The procedures envisioned are expected to be similar to those used by
Peaine and St. James townships.
In addition, the Board accepted an invitation to meet this spring with Chip Hansen, the President of the
Charlevoix County Community Foundation via zoom. Board members received a brief update on the work
of several Ad Hoc committees working on such matters as the creation of a Good Samaritan Fund and a
Patient Satisfaction Survey. The meeting concluded with an announcement that donations to the Health
Center may now be made online as a result of the installation of a PayPal “button” on the “Ways to Give
Page” of the Center’s website.
The next scheduled meeting of the Board is in May 2021.

Islanders and Island events included in nominations to
MyNorth's Red Hot Best Lists
Both the Beaver Island Music Festival and Baroque on Beaver have made the finalists lists for MyNorth's
Red Hot Best of 2021 lists for Charlevoix & Chain of Lakes area Events. But they are far from the only
nominees with island connections. WVBI's Cynthia Johnson, who goes by Cynthia Jaye on the air, is
nominated to the list of favorite radio personalities for all of northwest Michigan for her work hosting
WVBI's Top Ten + Five countdown show. Also nominated are Robert's John Services for Heating &
Cooling Services, Beaver Island Retreat for Hotel, Inn or Resort, Little Sand Bay Nature Preserve Trail for
Trails, both Donegal Bay and Little Iron Ore Bay for beaches, and Whiskey Point Brewing Company for
Breweries. You can help bring awards home to the island by clicking on the links above to vote for your
favorites. Voting starts on March 1. Win or not it is exciting to see so many Beaver Island nominees on
the list. MyNorth publishes Traverse Magazine and operates a popular website covering northwest
Michigan.
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2020: A Banner Year for Real Estate
Sheri Richards, BIA Secretary & Real Estate One Realtor
Early concerns notwithstanding, 2020 turned into a banner year for real estate on the island. We entered
the year with 70 homes on the market and have exited the year with 34 homes on the market. Buyers
continue to knock on the door. Inventory is dwindling. If you were waiting for the “right time” to sell your
island home, this is it.
What is driving this surge in sales? Four factors:
Low interest rates – Interest rates have been at a rock bottom low. Buyers are financing $400,000
homes at 1.85% interest, with payments under $2,000/month. Incredible.
Covid 19 – This pandemic has caused a shift in our society. Folks are not just “getting away” by moving
to the island, they have realized (as we hoped many would) that Beaver Island is an ideal place to work
remotely. With businesses allowing and encouraging their employees to work remotely, these newcomers
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have realized they can live the dream on a daily basis. The pandemic has created an interesting twist for
the consumer. Many folks are “sheltering in place” with the internet as their world to explore. Low interest
rates, dreams of the ideal lifestyle, and the search for a solid investment strategy, many consumers are
finding themselves spending time shopping for real estate online.
Inventory – With the interest rates at an all time low, the lack in housing inventory on the mainland has
driven folks to the island. The quality of homes and sandy beaches are a big draw for buyers in their
search for the ideal vacation home.
Remote location – Buyers are looking for a remote place to live. Folks from all over the states have been
scoping out remote places to live. Zillow and Google Earth have played a large part in the discovery of the
island. It is not unusual to hear Buyers say that they were “Looking at the map and discovered an island
in the middle of the lake.” and from there, gained interest in island life.
Rental Market - Numbers were down by 30% in June, 2020 compared to June, 2019. However, we saw a
huge upswing during the summer in rental bookings beginning in June, 2020. Quite an unexpected turn of
events, as we were holding our breath from March through June… Richards Rental Management
Services issued a total of 29 refund checks during the summer of 2020 and did double duty by re-booking
all of the cancelled stays. Occupancy was up by 32% from 2019 during the months of July through
October, and Beaver Island ended the year strong with record stays in the shoulder season. Guests had
weddings on the island after having to cancel their tropical wedding plans. They were thrilled to be
celebrating these special moments in such a beautiful place.
Beaver Island real estate is alive and well. Here are the stats for 2020:
Homes – 40 Sold, 3 Pending sales, 34 On Market, 337 Average Days on Market
9% of the homes currently on the market are pending, 54% of the housing market sold.
Land – 54 Sold, 3 Pending sales, 85 On Market, 307 Average Days on Market

Great Lakes Islands Alliance Update
Bob Anderson, BIA Past President & GLIA Steering Committee Member
The Great Lakes Islands Alliance (GLIA) is a voluntary, collaborative network that brings together
interested island leaders, residents, business owners and advocates from islands across the region. The
mission of the GLIA is to “encourage relationship building, foster information exchange, and leverage
resources to address shared challenges and embrace opportunities to benefit islands.” We currently have
participants from fifteen islands belonging to three states and one province in four of the Great Lakes. A
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good summary of the past year’s activities can be found on our website at the following link:
https://glialliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/2019-2020-GLIA-AR-web.pdf
GLIA has continued with monthly conference calls of the Steering Committee and key support
organizations, and a separate monthly conference call with the general GLIA participant group.
Many of these call focused on the significant strides in the continued evolution of GLIA via a generous
grant from the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation. With the assistance of The Stewardship Network (TSN),
the network is taking an integrated, strategic approach to develop its policy and communications direction
and consider alternative organizational models to ensure long-term stability and impact. GLIA and its
partners are poised to start implementing the recommendations in 2021. An additional grant application
for the Mott Foundation is in the final stages of review, and appears promising that later in 2021 we could
have part-time staffing to work on areas of policy and communication to benefit our islands. We also
made a presentation to candidates for the University of Michigan's School of Environment and
Sustainability to be among the pool of projects that master's students choose for their capstone project.
This could be another resource to support specific GLIA initiatives.
The Annual Summit that was postponed in the Fall of 2020 due to the pandemic is back in the planning
stages with dates committed for October 3-7, 2021 on the Lake Erie islands. Three approaches of live inperson, virtual, and hybrid are being discussed, with a final decision to be made in the April-May
timeframe as more information is available to participants to determine their willingness to travel & meet in
person.
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Current BIA Projects
Invasives Management - Welcome Wagon for New Residents - Broadband - Comprehensive Trails
Website - Island News Coverage on the BIA Website - Warblers on the Water - BIA Project Support
Signage - Annual Beach Cleanup
BIA Officers and Board of Directors
Kevin Boyle, President

Don Fix

president@beaverislandassociation.org

donf@beaverislandassociation.org

Dick Mulvihill, Vice President

Katie Garrett

vicepresident@beaverislandassociation.

katie@jl-garrett.com

org

Louis Post

Alan Vicstein, Treasurer

Louis@beaverislandassociation.org

treasurer@beaverislandassociation.org

Bob Sramek

Sheri Richards, Secretary

robert@beaverislandassociation.org

secretary@beaverislandassociation.org

Ken Zick

Wil Cwikiel

Pictures

wil@beaverislandassociation.org
LOOKING FOR NEW MEMBERS
The Beaver Island Association is an organization of dedicated volunteers who seek to represent the
interests of all residents and visitors on Beaver Island. From Phragmites and other invasive species
control, to township governance, to support of the Community School, and everything in between, the BIA
is working to support environmental and economic sustainability. Please feel free to forward this
newsletter to people you know who might be interested in joining us. If you would like to become more
involved in the BIA's work whether by helping with a particular project, joining one of our working
committees or serving on the board, please reach out to any current board member. We look forward to
your participation!
Please pay your dues to support our efforts and to continue to receive the BIA newsletter. Our
membership year runs from July 1 to the following June 30. Please join or rejoin us by sending the
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completed form below along with a check for $25 to Alan Vicstein, Treasurer, The Beaver Island
Association, PO Box 390, Beaver Island, MI 49782. Or, renew online.
Yes, please renew our Beaver Island Association membership for 2020-2021.

Name:__________________________ Email:______________________________
Street: ______________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________ State:______ Zip:___________

The Beaver Island Association's mission is to support both the economic and environmental sustainability of the island. We do that by following issues and, where
appropriate, speaking out and acting on them. We are hands on. Our current efforts, many discussed in this newsletter, include dealing with invasives, the birding and
water trails, broadband availability and balanced economic development. Our past successes include deployment of the island's fire danger warning signs, work with the
Maine Islands Institute to help develop plans for the island and spark the creation of the Great Lakes Islands Alliance, a successful awareness campaign concerning the
need for and economic sustainability of paramedic care on the island, the birding and water trails, effective management of invasives-and more. Our success as a group
depends on your support of these efforts through membership in BIA.

Unsubscribe | Manage subscription
Beaver Island Association - P.O. Box 390 - Beaver Island, MI 49782
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